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Abstract: Common medical problems are normal in prisons, the quality of healthcare providers and the medication provided for prisoners has been a serious issue. Currently, the health policy has aimed to ensure that the National Health Services align with the prison health care services.\(^1\) The medication practices of the patients and the health care providers in the prisons are the ones that determine the extent to which they align with the National Health Services.\(^2\) This article focuses on

---

the main health problems that prisoners in correctional facilities; the forms of treatment supplied in the prisons; what factors influence the supply of drugs in prisons. We collected data from various articles and journals with information on this topic. We also compare the situation in different correctional facilities across Europe, mainly focusing on the drug supply in Germany. In particular, we seek to understand; the common health problems in correctional facilities; the forms of medication supplied for their treatment; how the drug supply can be improved.

**Introduction**

Research suggests that half the prisoners in Europe take part in substance abuse. It is one of the major problems facing penal systems today. The use of injections for the drugs has been an issue. Most communicable diseases such as HIV, Hepatitis C and Tuberculosis are more common in the prisons than the outside and these diseases are usually related to injecting drug use. Research provides that in Germany and other European countries the prevalence of TB was 11-81 times greater than the usual; HPV was 17-100 times higher than usual; HIV was 5-24 times greater; opioid dependence prevalence had also increased in the correctional facilities. For communicable diseases such as TB, which is usually caused by close and prolonged contact. This explains why the prison setting facilitates its spread.3

Many prisoners use injections as the main source of administering drugs.4 Drug use is the main problem affecting correctional facilities and it is probably the main cause of health care problems in the penal system. Common diseases such as HIV, Hepatitis B and C, and Tuberculosis are very high in correctional facilities as compared to the outside.5 Most of these are caused by the close and prolonged contact of the inmates and the common use of injections for administering illegal drugs. The use of injections for drug use can lead to the transmission of HIV and Hepatitis B and C.

Sexually transmitted diseases such as HIV and Hepatitis C can be transmitted by sexual contact as well as the unsafe use of injections and tattoo needles. Transmission risks are greater in correctional facilities due to the lack of sterilizing drugs and lack of protective sexual materials such as condoms.6

However, the prison systems provide a solution to this problem. They provide counseling, testing equipment, providing condoms, and sterilizing drugs to be used for injection material. They also initiates the substitution and methadone treatment for patients with opioid addiction. Different screening methods are used to identify infections in the prisons. In German prisons, systematic screening for infectious diseases has not been implemented. In Germany, effective health care treatment for HIV, hepatitis C and TB are given to patients with medical insurance.7 Nevertheless, according to the Prison Act. Healthcare in correctional facilities should take place with correspondence to the principle of equivalence of care and with the requirements stipulated in Statutory Health Insurance which provides that

---

4 D. Shewan, S. MacPherson, M. Reid & Davies, Injecting risk behavior among recently released prisoners in Edinburgh: The impact of in-prison and community drug treatment services (2001)
6 Müller et al. BMC Public Health (2017) 17:843
the healthcare measures taken in correctional facilities should correspond to those provided outside prisons. The treatment of prisoners getting outside and inside the prison should also be facilitated. Healthcare in the prisons is provided by the prison healthcare providers who are under the supervision of the prison administration who are both supervised by the Federal states.

**Tuberculosis Treatment**

Research conducted in Germany clearly shows how common TB is in the various penal institutions. In Saarland, it was observed that there was no medication supply of TB medication because TB isn’t prevalent in the correctional facilities. In Bavaria, Berlin, and Thuringia, it was discovered that there was resistant and severe TB prevalence among the prisoners. Therefore, more medication has to be sent for the treatment. In Berlin, Bremen, and Hamburg, there has been high and continuous treatment in those correctional facilities. In Berlin, it has been observed that there’s a high prevalence of TB in newly admitted prisoners. Most of the assessment tests are done using chest X-ray examinations. The treatment rates in Berlin are usually consistent with the TB prevalence in the penal institution. In Berlin, Bavaria, and Thuringia, prisoners are suffering from severe TB. Which was caused by the transfer of patients from one prison to the other. In Saarland, no treatments for TB are usually provided. Therefore, patients have to be transferred to other correctional facilities like Bavaria to receive treatment. This leads to increased transmission and severity of the disease.

**HIV Treatment**

Bremen, Hamburg, and Berlin have the highest treatment prevalences of HIV. Research provides that HCV is more common than HIV in the correctional facilities. The HIV treatment offered in the prisons is a combination of two Nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors with NNRTI, PI or INI, which are used for the first therapy. Substances from standard therapy like the older NRTI- didanosine and the least common PI – Fosamprenavir, are usually administered. Sometimes newer substances are usually administered; however, the prison health care providers are usually hesitant to apply them. The new substance which is commonly used is the Rilprivin which is one of the substance group of the NNRTI. In the states of Bavaria, Hamburg, and Saarland, the continuous and recurrence of the disease of previously treated prisoners is usually common. Therefore, in such states, etravirine is supplied to counter this problem, to treat antiretroviral treatment-experienced patients.

**Hepatitis C Virus Treatment**

Research shows that only 0.12% of the prisoners with HCV are able to receive treatment in a day. The treatment supplies are too low con-
Considering that over 21% of the prisoners are infected with HCV.\textsuperscript{14} In Germany, Bremen is the only state with adequate medical supplies in correctional facilities for the treatment of HCV; followed by Saarland and Schleswig-Holstein. Berlin and Hamburg have the lowest treatment prevalence. Berlin has the largest number of prisoners infected with HCV. It is, therefore, ironic that this is the state that has the lowest prevalence of treatment. However, the prevalence of HPV and its treatment are different in all the states’ prisons, depending on the number of prisoners in the states infected with HCV, the number of Persons Who Inject Drugs (PWID) among prisoners, and the number of prisoners who are from countries where HCV is common.\textsuperscript{15} Studies have also shown HCV prevalence among prisoners is higher than HIV prevalence. However, the HCV medical supplies offered is much less as compared to the HIV medical supplies.

According to the recent guidelines, in prisons, HCV is treated by combining PEG-IFN and RBV. Sometimes they use a combination of three substances using one of the protease inhibitors BOC and TVR, combining it with PEG-IFN and RBV. This treatment is, however, very expensive and has a lot of side effects, therefore, very few correctional facilities use it. Other correctional facilities have chosen to use triple therapies containing BOC and TVR. States like Berlin, Bremen, Lower Saxony, and Saxony, have commonly used triple therapies for the treatment of HCV virus. In 2013, Direct Acting Antivirals (DAAs) were introduced but have not been released yet into the market for treatment.\textsuperscript{16} In Germany, the low prevalence of treatment may be related to the long waiting for the upcoming treatments. Also, due to the side effects caused by the treatment, the prisoners are not willing to undergo the treatment. Moreover, the medication required for the treatment of HPV is costly.

**Opioid Dependence Treatment**

Substance abuse might lead to opioid dependency. It is usually associated with consequences such as HIV and Hepatitis B and C in prisoners because of using of non-sterilized injections. In Europe, an estimate of one-third of the total prisoners has an opioid disorder. Different forms of treatment are used for the treatment of opioid disorder. They include; substitution therapy (OST) and abstinence programs. Substitution therapy refers to the supervision of prescribed medical substance.\textsuperscript{17}

OST treatment was established for the people outside prison, however with time it was internationally endorsed by the UN and the World Health Organization,\textsuperscript{18} to be used in the prisons.\textsuperscript{19} OST is commonly used in the German correctional facilities; however, its implementation greatly depends on the rules and regulations provided by each state, the rules of the prisons and the health care providers in the various correctional facilities.

**Conclusion**

Substance abuse is the main cause of all the health issues experienced in correctional facilities. The government and the international rules have put in place strategies to ensure that the health care provided in the healthcare facilities is similar to the ones provided outside.
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